MARIANA
ZIEGLER

MEDIA KIT

WHO I AM:
I AM A PHOTOGRAPHER,
BLOGGER AND STYLIST BASED
OUT OF COLORADO
Im' Mariana but you can call me Mari.
I have a serious need for coffee and chocolate on
a daily basis. My family is everything to me. I have
two gorgeous pups and an amazing husband. I
thrive on mountain air, dirty boots, hats and rad
music! I spend a lot of time with other creatives
and photographers. Im an avid hiker and yogi.
My personal style is a healthy mix of minimalist
with heavily bohemian vibes. I am
Hat obsessed and love jewelry.
For photography I specialize in lifestyle fashion,
engagements, intimate weddings and
elopements. I capture the wildly I love and
adventurous! I also work closely with wedding
creatives (dress designers, boutiques, jewelry,
venues, calligraphers etc.)
I am actively working to make a real difference in
my community and help businesses thrive!

I believe in the
amazing power
of connecting
with others and
promoting
community over
competition.

Fun Facts:
-I am from Brazil and speak
Portuguese and Spanish fluently.
-I studied Literature and
Philosophy in college (give all the
books!)
-I lived in Alaska for a few years
-I LOVE networking
-Im talkative and have ADDwhich means I am tons of fun ;)

MZP
MY GOALS
My goals have been evolving with my brand. When I first started
professional photography 5 years ago, I wanted to be everyone's
photographer. I was clueless of who my ideal client was and who I
was as a brand.
My goal now is to be more than just a photographer. I am now
building a personal brand which showcases who I am and what I
stand for while providing real, authentic and beautiful images to
my clients. I am determined to be a positive force in my
community and support other creative entrepreneurs. I am
revamping my blog to encompass all that I am and all that I am to
accomplish

AUDIENCE
1,700 FOLLOWERS (PERSONAL
AND BUSINESS COMBINED)
2,100 FOLLOWERS (2,600
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
COMBINED)

-Reach: 2.8k
-Engagement Rate: 15.4%
-Ave. Likes per post: 299
-Ave. Comments per post: 29

BLOG GOALS
I will be launching my new blog in June of 2018. Possible
Podcast to follow in 2019
I will be highlighting:
-Fashion Brands
-Health & Wellness & Beauty Brands (organic and natural)
-Small & local businesses.
-My clients & Photography
-My Life (travel, family, adventures, fashion & work)
-Photography: tips, tricks, travel, products and
-Guest Bloggers & Interviews

CONTACT PAGE

720-401-6648

2708 W. COLORADO AVE. UNIT C
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80904

WWW.MARIANAZIEGLER.COM
WWW.MARIANAZIEGLERPHOTOGRAPH.COM

INFO@MARIANAZIEGLERPHOTOGRAPHY.COM

@MARIANAZIEGLERPHOTOGRAPHY
@MARI.ZIEGLER

FB.COM/MARIZIEGLERPHOTOGRAPHY

